
COLOR 
PERSONALITY

Learning what makes you, you!
And, how to understand those who 

are different from you.
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Color Personality: What is it about? 

The Full Color Spectrum

 Gold builds and organizes.
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The Myers-Briggs Personality Profile

“Color Personality Profiling” is Based on a Study 
Done by Two Women – Mother and Daughter
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Creative Approach to Study Led to Amazing Results 

1. Her living room becomes Mrs. Briggs’ science lab.

2. Neighborhood children are recruited to come learn 
and play.

3. Children are carefully monitored for behavior and  
personality traits.

4. Many years of study offered results that have 
become highly popular in analyzing people for 
employment, for  suitability to certain careers, and 
more.  
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Color Personality Profiling Turns Myers-Briggs 
into Fun Approach to Learning About Yourself

• Everyone has one CORE personality—the most real 
YOU!

• Almost everyone has some part, large or small, of 
all of the types of personalities in varying degrees.

• What is important it to identify than CORE 
personality and see where you fit in the personality 
profile.

• Then, build on those CORE strengths, while 
incorporating the other colors into your life to make 
it richer.
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THE GREEN PERSONALITY
GREENS are the deep thinkers, ready to solve problems and make the world a better
place. Learning is one of their real pleasures. They are the visionaries who see unlimited
possibilities in the future and the big picture. They have incredible self-control and will go to
great lengths to hide their feelings. Yet, those feelings are deep and true. Their world is
ruled by logic. It's not easy to gain their respect and confidence.

Visionary…Conceptual…Inquisitive…

Logical…Complex … Intellectual… Creative…Practical

Who are some famous Greens?
Abraham Lincoln   Albert Einstein Arnold Schwarzenegger   Martin Luther King

Spike Lee   Steven Spielberg   Thomas Jefferson    Whoopi Goldberg    Barbra Streisand

Bill Gates   Prince Charles   Woody Allen
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THE GOLD PERSONALITY

GOLDS make it happen! They are straight-forward; not into playing games. They don’t
pull punches when it comes to telling others what they want and expect. Their strong work
ethic keeps them on track and they give a full day’s work for a full day’s pay. They believe
in following the rules and tend to see the world as black and white. They are resistant to
change, unless they initiate it, and are fiercely loyal to what they hold dear.

Decisive…Money Driven…Achiever…Detail-Oriented…Structured…
Responsible…Hard Worker…Prepared

Who are some famous Golds?
Queen Elizabeth    Winston Churchill Henry Ford     Rush Limbaugh Billy Graham    

Margaret Thatcher Connie Chung     Nancy Reagan President George H.W. Bush    Walter Cronkite
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THE ORANGE PERSONALITY 

ORANGES see the world as full of endless possibilities and alternatives just waiting for
them around the corner. They are adventuresome and high spirited, more interested in
jumping in and getting started than they are in figuring out what needs to be done and in
what sequence. They are self-confident and are always ready to take on a challenge. They
excel at finding ways to make life fun. They are great with tools from scalpel to paint brush.

Flamboyant…Resilient….Trouble Shooter…Competitive…
Self-Confident…Great Negotiators… Quick…Witty…Resourceful

Who are some famous Oranges?
Bill Clinton    Elvis Presley        Eddie Murphy    Burt Reynold    Cher 

Janet Jackson    Mohammed Ali    Tom Cruise Magic Johnson 

Sylvester Stallone    Marilyn Monroe    Madonna
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THE BLUE PERSONALITY

BLUES are the caretakers of the world. They dislike conflict and will go to great lengths
to keep everything harmonious. They prefer staying in their comfort zones. They lead with
their hearts. They love to bring people together, enjoy entertaining, and will work hard to
ensure that everyone has a good time. They are good listeners and counselors. They have
a hard time saying no and will sometimes give too much of themselves and burn out.

Devoted…Considerate…Team Player…Nurturer…                   
Sensitive…Crusader… Empathetic…Courteous…Patient

Who are some famous Blues??
Mariah Carey    Michael Jackson Mother Teresa     Mr. Rogers    Whitney Houston 

Princess Diana    Julie Andrews    Sally Field    Oprah Winfrey
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WHO AM I??
GREEN???    
GOLD???  

ORANGE???   
BLUE???
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IDENTIFYING THE PEOPLE IN YOUR LIFE

The value of understanding Color Personality is that it can make 
a huge difference in your relationships with family, friends, 
employers and pretty much everyone with whom you interact.
How often have you said, “Why can’t (PERSON) be more like 
me?” “Why doesn’t my husband/wife understand me?” Why is my 
kid so different from me? I just don’t understand him/her.” 
Learning about different personalities, and that NONE are wrong, 
and NONE are ‘the right one’, can totally change your 
relationships, your family, your life. 



NO ‘RIGHT’ COLOR—NO ‘WRONG’ COLOR

The Facts:
• Every ‘core’ personality is special.
• Every ‘core’ personality has strengths and weaknesses.
• Our challenge is to bring out those strengths, and minimize the 

weaknesses in ourselves.
• Our bigger challenge is to better understand those in our lives, and 

help create a sense of harmony with all personalities.
Let’s all keep working to improve ourselves, 

and to support those who are trying to do the same. 
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